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Objectives of home exam 1

Derivation of simple numerical algorithms
Efficient implementation of serial functions
Efficient OpenMP parallelization
Writing a very simple scientific report (with time measurement
and discussion)



Counting occurrences of mutual web linkage

Suppose the linkage situation among a group of webpages is given
as a directed web graph, where each edge represents the direct
connection from an outbound webpage to an inbound webpage, we
want to count the total number of occurrences for mutual web
linkage.

Definition of an occurrence of mutual web linkage: Two outbound
webpages i and j are both directly linked to the same inbound
webpage k , where i 6= j 6= k .



Example

There are in total 13 occurrences of mutual web linkage in the
above graph:

(w1,w3)⇒ w2, (w1,w4)⇒ w2, (w3,w4)⇒ w2,
(w3,w4)⇒ w5, (w3,w7)⇒ w5, (w4,w7)⇒ w5,
(w4,w5)⇒ w6, (w4,w8)⇒ w6, (w5,w8)⇒ w6,

(w5,w8)⇒ w7,
(w5,w6)⇒ w8, (w5,w7)⇒ w8, (w6,w7)⇒ w8.



How to count total occurrences of mutual web linkage?

Go through all the webpages one by one; Count for each webpage
k , the number of occurrences of mutual web linkage with k as the
inbound webpage.

Example: There are 3 occurrences of mutual web linkage with w2
as the inbound webpage:

(w1,w3)⇒ w2, (w1,w4)⇒ w2, (w3,w4)⇒ w2.



A simple way to count (important observation)

If a webpage k has its number of inbound links denoted as
links(k), then the number of occurrences of mutual web linkage
targeting k is easily calculated as

links(k) · (links(k)− 1)
2

Example 1: w2 has 3 inbound links, therefore the number of
mutual web linkage occurrences that target w2 is calculated as

3 · (3− 1)
2

= 3

Example 2: w7 has 2 inbound links, therefore the number of
mutual web linkage occurrences that target w7 is calculated as

2 · (2− 1)
2

= 1



We also want to count another thing

Another statistical quantity of interest: The number of times that a
webpage i is involved as outbound for the mutual web linkages.

w4 is involved six times, w5 is involved five times, w3 and w7 are
each involved four times, w8 is involved three times, w1 and w6
are each involved twice. (w2 is not involved at all.)



A simple way to count

If the number of inbound links to webpage k is larger than 1
(links(k) > 1), and that webpage i is the source of one of the
inbound links to webpage k , then webpage i is involved
(links(k)− 1) times associated with webpage k .

The total number of involvements for webpage i is the sum of its
involvements associated with each of all the other webpages.



Data storage format 1: 2D table

Corresponding to the example of the 8-webpage graph:

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0


The values in the 2D table are either “0” or “1”. If the value on row
k and column i is “1”, it indicates a direct link from webpage i
(outbound) to webpage k (inbound).



Data storage format 2: “Compressed rows”

The 2D-table format is intuitive and easy to use, but requires a lot
of memory storage: N2 bytes (where N denotes the number of
webpages).

To save storage, we can “squeeze away” the zero values in the 2D
table, leading to a compressed row storage (CRS) format. (More
descriptions of CRS can be found in Section 3.6.1 of the textbook.)

In fact, for storing the linkage information, two 1D arrays of integer
values are sufficient. The length of array col_idx is the same as
the total number of links in the graph. The length of array
row_ptr is N + 1, which can be used to “dissect” the col_idx
values, row by row.



Reading a web graph from file (using 2D-table format)

Parse the value of N;
Allocate the 2D table of dimension N × N (with a contiguous
1D array as the underlying storage);
Initialize the 2D table with zero values;
Parse the info of each link:

for (i=0; i<num_links; i++) {
fgets (line, 100, fp);
sscanf (line, "%d %d", &w1, &w2);
if (w1!=w2 && w1<N && w2<N && w1>=0 && w2>=0)

table[w2][w1] = 1;
}



Reading a web graph from file (using CRS format)

Parse the value of N;
Allocate array row_ptr

Read through the input file in two rounds
Round 1:

Count how many inbound links each webpage has
Prepare the values inside array row_ptr

Allocate array col_idx
Round 2:

Parse the info of each link and store it accordingly inside
col_idx



Count occurrences of mutual linkage (using 2D-table
format)

int total_m_links = 0;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

num_involvements[i] = 0;

for (k=0; k<N; k++) {

links_k = 0;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

links_k += table2D[k][i]; // value is either ’0’ or ’1’

if (links_k>1) {
total_m_links += links_k*(links_k-1)/2;

for (i=N-1; i>=0; i--)
num_involvements[i] += table2D[k][i]*(links_k-1);

}

}



Count occurrences of mutual linkage (using CRS format)

int total_m_links = 0;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

num_involvements[i] = 0;

for (k=0; k<N; k++) {

links_k = row_ptr[k+1]-row_ptr[k];

if (links_k>1) {
total_m_links += links_k*(links_k-1)/2;

for (i=row_ptr[k]; i<row_ptr[k+1]; i++)
num_involvements[col_idx[i]] += (links_k-1);

}

}



OpenMP parallelization

Iterations of the k-indexed for-loop are independent, thus
parallelizable by
#pragma omp parallel for private(k,i,links_k) reduction(+:total_m_links)

However, updating the num_involvements array has the
danger of race condition

In case of an OpenMP 4.5 capable compiler
reduction(+:num_involvements[:N])

Otherwise, we need to temporarily allocate a 2D array
threadwise_num_involvements, which is of dimension:
number of threads× N. Then, each thread only updates its
row of threadwise_num_involvements. Finally, all the rows
of threadwise_num_involvements need to summed up to
produce num_involvements.



Finding top n webpages with respect to num_involvements

Sorting the entire array of num_involvements can be too
costly.
A better strategy:

First, sort the first n values of array num_involvements, and
maintain it as a temporary “top-n” list;
Then, go through the remaining N − n values of array
num_involvements one by one, and update the temporary
“top-n” list.



OpenMP parallelization

The num_involvements array is “partitioned’ among the
threads;
Each thread independently works on its segment of
num_involvements and comes up with its individual “top-n”
list;
Finally, all the individual “top-n” lists need to be merged into a
global “top-n” list.

For efficiency, a recursive procedure should be used (“pair-wise
merge”)


